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What do you need
to navigate each day?
The ability to see beyond the horizon.
Tools to anticipate the weather.
Knowledge of what lies beneath the waves.

Whether you’re a captain or racer, angler or cruiser, you have to be able to
predict how seas and currents are changing. The weather is rapidly shifting
in ways that will affect you and your boat over the next several hours or
days and you will need the right forecast to make the right decision.
ClearPoint High Definition Weather™ enables you to make highly informed
decisions based on accurate, reliable weather data. We apply the latest
in advanced technologies to the challenge of accurately detecting and
forecasting weather and deliver directly to you, the most comprehensive,
high-definition, continuous weather information available.
How do we do this? We offer a range of specialized subscription services
with thousands of weather data combinations, bringing safety and
predictability to your world on the water—anywhere across the globe.

The weather service you can trust
around the globe

Now, you’re just a few clicks away
from making informed decisions
based on high resolution, high definition
data on weather and sea conditions.

Featuring the most advanced predictive technology, ClearPoint High
Definition Weather™ allows you to predict changes in weather as you
chart your course up to five days in advance.
simple graphic icons
for all critical data
and an expandable
drop down toolbox

Resolution With ClearPoint’s powerful, weather modeling technology, you can rely on data
up to ten times the resolution of conventional weather software. And our Racing Edition™
offers wind data as high as one nautical mile resolution —the most accurate in the industry.
Range ClearPoint has a truly global footprint, covering seven continents, both poles, and
the seven seas. That means you can take advantage of our services whether you’re traveling
around the world, or across the bay.
Comprehensive You can see detailed, “always on,” real-time and predictive data on key
marine applications including winds, waves, currents, fronts, visibility, clouds, lightning,
tropical storms, hurricanes, bulletins, alerts, and more.
Easy to Use ClearPoint’s intuitive, graphical interface delivers complex data via easy to read
touch-screen icons. ClearPoint’s services can be downloaded over any Internet connection
and launched on any PC-based display.
Compatible ClearPoint’s services are accessible over multiple transmission technologies,
from broadband to satellite to WiFi — anywhere in the world.
Support Our experienced team members are ready to support you whether you are located
in the Americas, Asia-Pacific, Europe, Middle East or Africa.
Economical Winds, fronts, pressure, currents, satellite, bulletins and forecasts are delivered
to you in an optional low-bandwidth mode, so you can easily control your satellite download size.

continuous weather bulletins and alerts
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ClearPoint High Definition Weather™
Our core service aggregates and delivers all the weather information
you need to navigate with confidence.
Real-time and Location-Specific ClearPoint High Definition Weather™ shows the prevailing
conditions at your location, tracks your craft, and automatically sends alerts for your changing
position — anywhere in the world.
Comprehensive and High-Resolution From visibility, precipitation and wind speed to sea
temperature and wave height, ClearPoint delivers multiple combinations of weather data up
to ten times the resolution of other weather services.
Accurate and Reliable Featuring the most advanced predictive technology, our highly
accurate weather forecasting — tailored to your precise location — allows you to plan a safe
course up to five days in advance.
While accurate forecast data enhances weather decision-making, wind and wave conditions
also affect fuel consumption and, ultimately, the cost of your trip. With ClearPoint you can plan
a safe trip and at the same time watch your bottom line.
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ClearPoint Sport Fishing Edition™
With ClearPoint’s all-in-one fishing and weather package, you’re on your
way to finding the fish you came to catch — anywhere in the world.
Specialized Designed specifically for fishing enthusiasts, ClearPoint’s sport fishing services
help you determine where bait tends to shelter.
Comprehensive Altimetry services provide vital sea surface data. Combined with sea
temperature, chlorophyll and bathymetry data, fishermen can determine surface water
current direction to discover areas of cold, deep water upwelling — a leading indicator of the
presence of fish. Our advanced chlorophyll data measures the presence of algae, a source of
food for most marine life.

ClearPoint Racing Edition™
Gain the strategic and tactical edge with ultra high resolution data on
wind direction, speed and gusts in your precise location.

Whether you are fishing in lakes and rivers or bays and oceans, ClearPoint Sport Fishing
helps anglers find the perfect catch faster by enabling them to chart a course based on the
most advanced predictive data.

High Performance ClearPoint Racing offers industry leading high resolution wind models
at 1 nm, 5 nm and 15 nm resolutions. Plus, all the benefits of our core weather service
including direct access to location-specific fronts, currents, radar and satellite data will give
you the competitive advantage to finish first.
Easy to Use With ClearPoint’s intuitive graphical interface, critical real-time weather data
is delivered in a clear, easy to read format with intuitive icons and drop-down utility tools.
Convenient ClearPoint Racing is available through flexible daily/annual “pay as you go” or
unlimited annual subscription options allowing you to select the payment schedule you want.
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Sea temperature
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For competitive sailors, victory depends on gaining an advantage by finding the wind and
harnessing its strength. ClearPoint Racing delivers always-on, real-time and predictive data,
optimized for high-performance racing venues.
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ClearPoint Premium Edition™
For the truly global seafarer who wants to take advantage of everything
ClearPoint has to offer — from tracking weather and monitoring sea conditions
to harnessing the wind and finding the perfect catch.
All in One ClearPoint Premium Edition is the ultimate package of services combining our core
weather features with our high-performing Sport Fishing and Racing Editions.
easy-to-read
ICONS AND MAPS

ClearPoint Basic Edition™

Reliable There’s no substitute for using the latest in advanced predictive technology to anticipate
shifts in the weather and changes in sea conditions anywhere you sail, race, fish or cruise. ClearPoint
enables you to plan and chart your course up to five days in advance based on accurate, location-specific weather data you can rely on, every time.
ClearPoint Premium Edition, our top of the
line premium service, is perfect for racers,
anglers and cruisers as well as marinas and
coastal resorts seeking to expand their services
or enhance their charter sailing and fishing
expeditions and other watersport offerings.

Our Basic Edition offers accurate, real-time data on eight mission-critical
weather applications—anywhere in the world.
Affordable With our Basic package, ClearPoint delivers high quality wind resolution data
and detailed data on waves, radar, fronts, satellite, currents, air temperature, point forecasts
and bulletins as a daily, six-month seasonal and annual package accurate and dynamic marine
high resolution weather forecasts.
Accessible Compatible with virtually any transmission technology from broadband to
satellite to WiFi , ClearPoint services can be downloaded over any Internet connection and
launched onto any laptop, tablet, or other PC-based display devices or handheld computers.
Our Basic Edition provides sailors, captains, and recreational boaters with precise and dynamic
forecasts and essential weather data anywhere in the world.
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ClearPoint offers a wide range of specialized subscription services with
thousands of weather data combinations, from our Basic Edition to our top of
the line all inclusive Premium Edition, allowing you to tailor your subscription
to meet your specific needs.

satellite

Designed to meet your needs

Basic Edition ClearPoint’s Basic Edition delivers eight mission-critical weather applications
in one affordable package.

• • • • • • • • •

High Definition Weather Edition Our core service aggregates and delivers all the weather
information you need to navigate with confidence.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Sport Fishing Edition Developed especially for avid sport fishermen, our weather and
sea condition data will help detect and catch fish.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Racing Edition With the industry’s only one nautical mile wind resolution data, the Racing Edition
is designed for sailors who race in the world’s most competitive environments.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Premium Edition Take advantage of everything ClearPoint has to offer — from tracking and
monitoring weather and sea conditions to harnessing the wind and finding the perfect catch.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• • •

ClearPoint – the perfect first mate
Captains, anglers and the most seasoned cruisers are relying on
ClearPoint High Definition Weather™ to deliver global, regional and local
weather data to a precise 1 nautical mile resolution. So whether you’re
around the world or just around the bay, ClearPoint can enhance the quality
and safety of your journey or racing adventure.
To learn more about our range of services and subscription options,
please visit www.clearpointweather.com or call
in the americas:
call

1 -888-CLRPOINT (888-257-7646) usa
+1 540-687-3255 international

in europe, middle east and africa:
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